
PFAM domains



Domains – modular building blocks

Homologous domains frequently 
have related  functions.

Are often first identified 
from protein structure  

(common folds)

Domains reappear in 
different proteins.

New domain combinations can 
yield new functions.



Domains – modular building blocks

PFAM differentiates between 
DOMAINS as structural units and  
FAMILIES as collection of related 
protein regions. Both are 
modular building blocks and 
identifying domains and/or 
families help us understand a 
protein’s function.

Have conserved sequence 
motifs (or patterns of  

sequence conservation)



Pfam is the main protein domain database



Pfam uses Hidden Markov models (HMMs) to find domains in 

protein sequences

• A HMM is made based on a SEED alignment.

• The SEED alignment is a small subset of sequences (from a larger protein family
alignment) that are used to make a representative position specific PROFILE HMM.

This seed alignment is not to 
be confused with the seed 
alignment from BLAST



• PFAM Seed alignment:

The representative alignment for a family/domain. Used to make a Hidden Markov 
Model (HMM). The HMM is used to find  other sequences that belong to this
group.

M – match (the amino acid residue 
in the sequence matches the HMM)

I – insert  

D – delete

Each event has an output (emission)  
probability (even I and D).

• PFAM Full alignments:
The alignment generated from searching a sequence database using the HMM.

From Understanding Bioinformatics. Zvelebli and Baum

Profile HMM



Start with representative set of 
known members (sequences known to 

have a domain)

Make a seed 
alignment

Build HMM from 
seed alignment

Search database –
were all known 
members not in 
seed found? 

Add missed 
members to seed

Align found 
members to HMM to 

make a full 
alignment

PFAM workflow for 
making HMMs for 

domains

No

Yes

Based on PROTEINS: Structure, Function,  and Genetics, 28:405–420 (1997)



Pfam example

Based on typing in the UniProt code: Q02846



Pfam example
Based on performing a sequence search in PFAM with 

the FASTA sequence for Q02846.

Sequence positions
Envelope shows region on the sequence where the match has been probabilistically determined to lie (whereas Alignment
coordinates show the region over which PFAM is confident that the alignment of the sequence to the profile HMM is correct). 
HMM is the part of the HMM that is matched from the sequence.



Pfam example
Based on performing a sequence search in PFAM with 

the FASTA sequence for Q02846. Only the 4th domain is found to be close to  
complete (complete means from 1 to  
whatever the HMM length is).
For domains 1-3, the entire HMM is not  
found and these are shown whith jagged  
edges in the domain cartoon. The cartoon  
is jagged on the side that is not complete.

Sequence positions
Envelope shows region on the sequence where the match has been probabilistically determined to lie (whereas Alignment
coordinates show the region over which PFAM is confident that the alignment of the sequence to the profile HMM is correct). 
HMM is the part of the HMM that is matched from the sequence.



Pfam example
>sp|Q02846|GUC2D_HUMAN Retinal guanylyl cyclase 1

Only the 4th domain is found to be close to  
complete (complete means from 1 to  
whatever the HMM length is).
For domains 1-3, the entire HMM is not  
found and these are shown whith jagged  
edges in the domain cartoon. The cartoon  
is jagged on the side that is not complete.

Sequence positions
Envelope shows region on the sequence where the match has been probabilistically determined to lie (whereas Alignment
coordinates show the region over which PFAM is confident that the alignment of the sequence to the profile HMM is correct). 
HMM is the part of the HMM that is matched from the sequence.



Pfam example >sp|Q02846|GUC2D_HUMAN Retinal guanylyl cyclase 1

http://pfam.xfam.org/family/PF00211.19

http://pfam.xfam.org/family/PF00211.19


Domain organization: How many different domain architecture are this domain  

found in? Here the first 5 of 783 domain architectures (or domain organizations) are shown.



Alignments: Shows the seed alignment and full alignment plus other alignments based  

on different criteria. Here the seed alignment used to make the HMM contained 20  
sequences but it founc >16000 sequences in Swissprot (the full alignment).



Clan: Related domains but with specific seed alignments



HMM logo: Stacks are scaled based on how much the site varies (the sequence  

entropy). Letters are scaled based on letter frequency.



# sequences

# species

Species: The SUNBURST TREE – Overview over which species the  
domain has been found in and how many sequences per species

Species  
Genus  
Family  
Order  
Class  
Phylum  
Kingdom



Interactions: Known interacting partners



Any questions?



KEGG 
adds

CONTEXT





PATHWAY CONTEXT

• In which pathway does the protein  
and its homologs act?

• Are they enzymes? Where is the  
substrate coming from and where is  
the product going?

• Are the involved in signaling? Which  
proteins do they signal to/from?

• What species have a certain  
pathways?

• What genes/proteins of a pathway  
does a species have?



KEGG – Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and  
Genomes http://www.kegg.jp/

http://www.kegg.jp/


Cell membrane

Extracellular

Cytosol

Nucleus

https://www.genome.jp/kegg-bin/show_pathway?hsa04068

https://www.genome.jp/kegg-bin/show_pathway?hsa04068


More about the aromatic amino acid hydroxylases…

PAH



More about the aromatic amino acid hydroxylases…

TH

PAH




